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Red and purple accents make a bold statement
in this in-law suite. Lots of open floor space —
without a carpet — makes walking easier and
safer. Window shades help eliminate glare.
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A
Purple Reigns
An in-LAW suite gets An Age-in-pLAce
mAkeoveR With A high-spiRited Attitude

t the Ross residence in Titusville, the in-law suite is a rosy
reflection of the woman who lives there. “She used the
words ‘effervescent’ and ‘lively,’” says Donna Hoffman
of the woman who requested this colorful dwelling.
“She wanted a lot of color, a lot of pattern and really bold use of
pattern,” says Hoffman, a member of the International Design Society, International Furnishings and Design Association and National Home Builders Association and owner of Interiors by Donna
Hoffman in Yardley, Pennsylvania.” You’ll see that in the color
palette. It’s not a commonly requested palette, which I loved.”
True enough. A design scheme of purple, pink and red is a bit
out of the ordinary; but so is the client, as Hoffman discovered
when discussing the woman’s style preferences. “Whenever someone engages our company, we always ask them to show us images
of things they love,” Hoffman says. “I look at the images and I
start to see themes. I call it someone’s design fingerprint.”
In this case, the client’s fingerprint included an affinity for purple. The dramatic hue makes several appearances in these rooms.
A deep violet accent wall in the bedroom coordinates with a folding screen at one end of the space. In the bathroom, paint in a
soft lilac shade covers the top half of the wall. A slightly deeper
purple pops up in the mid-wall tile border.
In the living room, meanwhile, a lavender cabinet and similarly tinted armchairs are paired with bold red window treatments, throw pillows and chairs. The color combination
doesn’t overwhelm thanks to the backdrop of white walls and
classic hardwood flooring.

CUSTOM CABINETS | Custom cabinetry provides hanging storage,
full-length mirrors and specialized spaces for jewelry and shoes.
The client asked that the desk face the television.
BEDROOM | A purple accent wall boldly holds its own alongside
red and pink elements in the ebullient bedroom. The folding
screen separates the bedroom from the living space.

The in-law suite is packed with color, but it’s also packed with practical elements. “There was a lot of function requested of this space,”
Hoffman notes. “The client wanted a desk, a game table for four and
room for visitors.”
The client also needed a hardworking storage system to maintain order
in the 545-square-foot suite. Custom built-in cabinetry along one wall in
the living room and another cabinet in a corner maximize storage options.
The white cabinet holds not only the television, but also the client’s clothing and accessories. Each section of the cabinetry was designed for a spe-

cific use. “The columns [on both sides of the television] open, and inside
are jewelry-hanging areas,” Hoffman says. Other portions of the cabinet
are dedicated to shoes and hats.
The corner cabinet holds a mini-office/mini-kitchen with space for a
printer, a microwave and a food pantry. “That’s the beauty of fully custom
cabinetry. You can put in so many bells and whistles.”
The client knew exactly which bells and whistles she wanted. “It was
wonderful to shop with her,” Hoffman says. “She’s a gorgeous octogenarian. In an hour and 15 minutes she had made some key decisions. I said,

‘you have just outrun most of my clients.’” Her reply, of course, was on
point: “At my age, who has time to deliberate?”
Her age was very much a topic of conversation as Hoffman sought to
design a space that would accommodate her needs for years to come. The
designer’s “aging-in-place” strategy had several components, including grip
bars in the bathroom, effective lighting and glare control, and lots of wideopen spaces to accommodate a walker or wheelchair.
Hoffman also put a great deal of emphasis on ensuring there were no
hindrances to mobility. “Most people as they age lose strength in their

hips. We made sure that footing is very safe. There are no skirts on the furniture. The legs on the furniture do not splay.” In addition, Hoffman left
the floors bare. “Rugs are intentionally omitted to adhere to the safety
principals of design for aging in place.”
In the bathroom, Hoffman added a red tile around the base of the
floor. “It was a beautiful, but strategic flourish. As posture, eyesight and
the center of gravity change, we start to rely on our surroundings to give
us visual clues,” she explains. The red tile signals where the wall ends and
the floor begins.
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The client “liked nothing in the massive tile
showroom except for this stylized tulip tile,” Hoffman
says. She had it modified by adding color and
reducing its size.

Hoffman reflects on this project, which
displays her client’s vigor, fearlessness and
love of life. “She was very bold in her selections,” Hoffman says. “It was such a marvelous experience.” DNJ
This project won two awards from the Interior
Design Society and another from the American
Society of Interior Designers.
SOURCES Overall: designer, Interiors by Donna
Hoffman in Yardley, Pennsylvania; construction,
J&J Eick Construction in Lambertville; cabinetry,
Michelle Geiger Kennedy, Superior Woodcraft
Inc. in Doylestown, Pennsylvania; paint, Sherwin-Williams. Living Room: paint colors, “Snowbound” (SW7004) on walls and ceiling, “Extra
White” (SW7006) on trim, “Pure White”
(SW7005) on built-in cabinetry, all by SherwinWilliams; sofa, Sherrill Furniture Cos. with
“Hardcastle Natural” fabric; contrast piping on
sofa, “Dirillo” by Designer’s Guild through Osborne & Little; purple chairs, Sherrill Furniture
Cos. with “Trento” fabric from Osborne & Little;
throw pillows, “Paisley Way” in “Lacquer Red”
from Robert Allen Design; custom round table,
Creative Metal & Wood in Thomasville, North
Carolina; “Medina” chairs around table and at
desk, Design Master Furniture with “Cool Imprints” fabric in “Ruby” from Robert Allen Design; “Eliot” writing desk in “Café Noir” finish,
Hickory White; drapery, “Bold Sconce” fabric in
color “Poppy” by Robert Allen Design, fabricated in the firm’s workroom; Genesis Collection
shades in “Hanji White” finish, Lafayette Interior Fashions in West Lafayette, Indiana; black brushed-nickel window treatment hardware, AriA™ in Gastonia,
North Carolina; coffee table, Vanguard Furniture; “Inverness” end table, Hickory
Chair Co.; lamps, Wage Lighting & Design in Feasterville, Pennsylvania. Bedroom:
paint, “Violet Verve” (SW6979) on accent wall, “Snowbound” on other walls,
“Extra White” (SW7006) on trim and ceiling, all from Sherwin-Williams; bed, custom headboard by Vanguard Furniture and dust ruffle fabricated in the firm’s
custom workroom, both with fabric 32686 in color “Cranbury” by Duralee Fabrics
& Fine Furniture; headboard border and custom throw pillow fabric, “Watermill” fabric in color “Blaze” by Kravet; linens, comforter and coverlet, The Company Store; pillow banding, “Salso” in color “Dirillo” by Designers Guild through

Osborne & Little; bench at end of bed, fabricated in the firm’s custom workroom
with fabric from Kravet and Designers Guild; “Antiquities Collection” side table,
Sherrill Furniture Cos.; lamp, Wage Lighting & Design; dresser, Hickory White;
custom valance, Kravet; Genesis Collection shades, Lafayette Interior Fashions;
folding screen, fabricated in the firm’s custom workroom with “Arno” fabric
from Designers Guild. Bathroom: paint, “Potentially Purple” (SW6821) on walls,
“Extra White” on trim; valance, fabricated in the firm’s custom workroom with
fabric #15392 in color Lilac from Duralee; roller shade in “Hanji White” finish,
Lafayette Interior Fashions; all tile, Joanne Hudson in Philadelphia; chandelier,
Wage Lighting & Design.

